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 Components:  DPlot Software,  NAVIN Mini-Homer, El-USB-2  Temperature Sensor 

 



 EL-USB-2  Temperature Sensor: 

Sensor contains T, Td and RH sensor, data logger with USB port.  

Gray plastic parts shield the sensor head and the USB port. 

The flag mount (white) enables the sensor to be used in an automobile. 

The mini CD contains the data logging software; very easy to use. 





 

     Temperature Data Logger User Interface: Part of the CD software download. 
 



 

               When you download the data, this is the graphic which appears. 

 

               You can view, on screen edit, or export the data. 

 

               Export button: data are exported to Microsoft Excel  
 



 

GPS Data Logger: 

 

NAVIN Mini-Homer 

 





http://www.semsons.com/namiwagpspof.html 

Mini Homer 

 

Mini-Homer has many functions; the function we used it for was logging GPS 

data, and later downloading it to computer.  

 

 GPS data are viewed, edited and displayed with third party NTRIP Software. 

http://www.semsons.com/namiwagpspof.html


NTRIP Opening Screen.  Use GPS Icon to initialize your GPS (Mini Homer) 
Use purple arrows icon to download data from GPS to NTRIP. 



Downloading data from mini-Homer 



Data from mini-Homer plots: Track on Google map, Track Name, Track Data Log. 

Each logged track point may be examined: Location, Time, Elevation, Speed. 

 



This shows the temperature data as a function of time 

This shows location data as a function of time 



Considerations for the measurement sequence: 
 
Northwest to southeast traverse of Las Cruces: Valley Drive south to South Main Street: 
Seemed best way to sample UHI, little elevation difference.  120 ft in 11 miles.  
 
We chose mid afternoon 1400-1500 to catch maximum temperature and little 
residual amplitude in the diurnal temperature wave. 
 
We used two independent systems for the test: 
 
Primary: mini Homer GPS and Easy Log USB, automatically logged 
 and computer-processed 
 
Secondary: Garmin GPS dash mount and Ford MAFS with dash read out. 
Jon kept a written log of the data. 
 
Traffic was free moving except in town at the stop lights.  There was no signature  
Of  the stop light traffic in the temperature data that we could observe. 
 
The air was well mixed (next graphic) ideal for the measurement 
 
 
 
 



Google Map     Vector Map of the study area 



Study Area viewed from Google Earth. 

Mission started on North Valley north of Shalem Colony Rd, at Lujan Hill Rd. 
South Traverse Valley Drive through Las Cruces; South Main St.  to Mesquite, NM. 
North Traverse: Reverse Course. From Mesquite through Las Cruces to  Lujan Hill Road 



7 Feb 2013 Weather:  70 Sct 50 mi vis.   Winds: Light and Variable, mostly from the SE and SW. 
There was burning in the Mesilla Valley showing a looping smoke plume,                 
Stability: Cat B – Moderately Unstable.  Ideal mixed PBL conditions for the traverse.  
EPZ sounding an hour later showed a well mixed planetary boundary layer, see below. 



Results 
The Urban Heat Island with a 3F magnitude was well developed on both traverses. 
UHI was present, 3F magnitude, with both Dash Thermometer and  EL-2 Data Logger 



 DPLOT  Northbound Temperature Transect of Las Cruces , 7 Feb 2013 





We used two GPS uints: 
 
Primary: Mini-Homer 
 
Secondary: Garmin GPS 
 
The results were similar, but not 
Identical.   
Probable reason for the  
Differences: 
 
Different 
 
GPS satellite reception. 
 
RIGHT: Both GPS units plotted 
 
Red: Mini Homer 
 
Blue: Garmin 



Jon Kahler’s Notes converted to Excel 



Graphic sent to me by Dr Falk.  The rate of change is 1.0 C   in 90 years  

Note well: 

  

Late 20th Century  

Warming: 

 

1980-1996 +0.7C 

 

Slope  first half 

20th century  

 

Same as last half 

 

Where is the  

CO2 Effect? 



Global Mean Temp (Below) 
and Las Cruces  
Urban Heat Island (Right) 



"The whole aim of practical politics is to 

 keep the populace alarmed  

(and hence clamorous to be led to safety) 

 by menacing it with an endless series 

 of hobgoblins, all of them imaginary.“ 

 

H. L. Mencken 


